We present a multiscale approach for identifying features in ocean beds by solving inverse problems in high frequency seafloor acoustics. The setting is based on Sound Navigation And Ranging (SONAR) imaging used in scientific, commercial, and military applications. The forward model incorporates multiscale simulations, by coupling Helmholtz equations and geometrical optics for a wide range of spatial scales in the seafloor geometry. This allows for detailed recovery of seafloor parameters including material type. Simulated backscattered data is generated using numerical microlocal analysis techniques. In order to lower the computational cost of the large-scale simulations in the inversion process, we take advantage of a pre-computed library of representative acoustic responses from various seafloor parameterizations.
Introduction
The acquisition and interpretation of high resolution imagery of the ocean beds is needed in a wide range of oceanographic applications, for example the classification of marine habitats, sediment composition, and detection of naval mines, just to name a few [33] . Acoustic systems that penetrate seawater, such as sidescan sonar systems, are primarily used in underwater imaging [9] . Due to recent advancements in the resolution and speed of acquisition [21] , high quality sonar data is increasingly available. This has motivated much scientific effort in developing quantitative methods for extracting details about the seafloor from the measured acoustic response.
Most methods for material classification or object identification using sonar data fall into one of two categories. In the first category, statistical models of the seafloor are developed, often from empirical training datasets [8, 12, 15, 17, 23] , and used in combination with image processing based methods for classification of texture, geometric and spectral features [14, 38] . Matched field processing is a parameter estimation technique for discriminating between the desired signal and incoherence using a-priori knowledge of the environment [2, 37] . These techniques are successful in object detection, however they often produce significantly more false detections than the number of true targets [21] . The second category involves determining parameters in physical models of underwater acoustic wave propagation by matching the data with predictions. For example, in [11, 39] , a library of representative acoustic responses is formed using computer simulations of Helmholtz equations and a label is assigned to regions within the image based on the best fit in the library. In general, the theory and simulations are well-documented for models in low frequency acoustics [18, 23] . Towards the high frequency range, most models and methods are restricted to small spatial domains.
The resolution of these images is determined by many factors, including the bandwidth of source signal, the distance between the source array and the target, and the motion estimate of source and receivers. Understanding the high frequency response from the seafloor is essential to producing high quality images and solving problems of material classification and target identification. It is therefore important to tackle the inverse problem with accurate modeling and simulation of the entire physical wave propagation and scattering process governed by Helmholtz equations. Though there are plenty of fast Helmholtz solvers available, simulations on large domains are still cost-prohibitive.
By taking advantage of the separation in scales between high frequency acoustic wavelengths and large spatial domains, the full scattering process can be broken down into separate stages. As depicted in Figure 1 , an acoustic signal emitted from the source array travels toward the ocean bottom, generating scattered signals as a result of interactions with the seabed. The reverberations are recorded by an array of receivers near the surface and used to create sonar images. There are three main stages: (a) the incoming wave from the source to the sea floor; (b) thin surface layer scattering; and (c) scattering wave propagation toward the receivers. In the high frequency range, stages (a) and (c) are relatively easy to model. It should be noted that variable wave propagation velocity in the water can easily be handled by geometrical optics. For example, direct ray tracing formulas involving the attenuation rate, the distance from the source to the scattering surface, as well as the distance between the surface and the receivers, can be used to model the pressure waves far from the seafloor [19, 25] . In [27, 28] a careful study is carried out that confirms a fast ray model for accurately simulating source-target and target-receiver propagation when the scattering field near the target is known.
In comparison, stage (b) is much more complex and difficult to handle. Accurate simulation near the sea floor is one of the main challenges in the field because the scattering properties are influenced by a wide range of factors. For example, what are the acoustic parameters, such as wavelength and incoming angle? Does the sea floor consist primarily of clay, sand, sea grass, or rock? What is the surface geometry, especially on the scale that might produce high interference with the incoming waves? Among all the parameters involved in the sonar model, some are given by the problem setup, for example, the acoustic wavelength and incident angle of the source ping. Other parameters are more difficult to obtain, and in fact, determining these parameters is often the main goal in many applications. Here, we aim to provide methods for identifying seabed properties, such as material type, using the recorded backscattered signal. This problem is a typical inverse problem that is often solved using many simulations of backscatter models repetitively in an iterative procedure.
One main challenge is the large computational cost associated with high frequency scattering models. Usually this is addressed by simplifying the forward models, for example, some studies assume a smooth seafloor (as shown in Figure 2 ) and approximate the scattered rays by just following the theory of geometric optics with empirical formulas for diffuse reflections [22, 26, 31] . These simplified models usually provide inadequate descriptions of the complex scattering physics caused by spatially varying material types and microtopography of the sediment layer. Also, in applications such as marine archaeology and mine detection, the targeted objects are submerged, and simple surface scattering approximations are not valid [21, 29] . There are also practical challenges that influence the modeling. For example, due to the placement of sources and receivers, typical sonar systems record data only in the backscattered direction, which is not necessarily the strongest scattering direction. The weak response is at a higher risk for noise corruption.
This paper is provides a different methodology for material classification and object identification, taking these concerns into consideration. The relevant physics is captured by wave theory models combined with a novel technique for determining backscatter, and inversion is performed by incorporating accurate and efficient simulations. More precisely, we assemble a library of acoustic templates representing backscatter from seafloors with varying geometric and geoacoustic parameters. Templates are created using fine scale simulations of Helmholtz equations, pre-computed offline, on partitioned small subdomains of a thin layer near the sea floor. The library is used for material classification and object identification, which are the typical inverse problems. The data is matched with predictions using optimization strategies that take advantage of multiscale wavelet representations.
The proposed inversion strategy has two main components. The first is the parametrization of the seafloor domain and the corresponding physical models of the wave propagation and backscatter, described in §2. Simulations corresponding to a seafloor parameter space are used to generate a library of acoustic templates, described in §3. The second component, discussed in §4, is the optimization procedure for matching predictions of the seafloor parameters with given backscatter data. Numerical simulations are presented in §5, and we conclude in §6.
Forward model
In high frequency wave propagation in an underwater acoustic environment, the acoustic penetration of the seafloor is limited and it suffices to only consider the scattering effects of the upper sedimentary layer (see Figure 1) . Here, we focus on the two-dimensional setting though these approaches can be generalized to three spatial dimensions. The horizontal coordinate is given by x and the vertical coordinate is given by y.
We will consider the problem of recovering the fine scale geometry and material type of the seafloor located at y = f (x), assuming large scale variations are known. The scattering process is modeled in the rectangular domain Ω, and the n measurement locations at a 
Because the most significant contributions to the measured signal are produced from scattering near the ocean bottom, high fidelity modeling is needed in a thin layer D ⊂ Ω containing the water-sediment interface,
Model considerations are used to determine the vertical thickness of the truncated sediment layer and water layer, given by h s and h w , respectively. For example, in our simulations the value of h s was chosen to account for the attenuation of the acoustic energy in the sediment layer and prevent artificial reflections. The value of h w was chosen so that oscillations from the seafloor could be accurately modeled in the seawater domain using the technique of numerical microlocal analysis. Figure 3 shows a diagram Ω with the thin layer D highlighted in yellow.
Governing equation
As in the majority of fluid-sediment modeling [13, 23, 24] , we treat the sediment layer as a fluid and model time-harmonic acoustic pressure waves as solutions p to Helmholtz equations with varying coefficients,
where ω is the frequency variable. The model coefficients represent the sound speed c and material density ρ, given in the water layer by c 0 = 1030 m/s 2 and ρ 0 = 1500kg/m 3 . The attenuation of high frequency acoustic waves in the sediment is given by γ, and we assume that the attenuation in water is negligible. There are two coupling conditions on the interface in (3). The first is a continuity of pressure along the fluid-sediment interface. The second condition is the continuity of displacement normal to the boundary of the interface. Here the vector n is normal to the curve given by (x, f (x)) and | + and | − refer to the limits of a function or derivative as y approaches y = f (x) from above and below, respectively. As a remark, in situations where it is desirable to model more that one sedimentary layer, this model can be augmented with additional interface conditions of the type (3) and equations of the type (4) .
For boundary conditions, the fast attenuation in the sediment layer is modeled with the condition p = 0 on the lower boundary of the domain, and absorbing boundary conditions representing the incoming wave are imposed on the upper boundary. In general, the conditions on the left and right boundaries are determined by the assumptions on scattering contributions from neighboring sediment layers.
Problem setup
The process begins when an acoustic pulse, called a ping, is generated by a source near the surface. Close to the seafloor, the signal acts as an incident plane wave traveling in the direction given by the vector k α = (k cos α, −k sin α), where α is the incident angle and k = ω c is the wavenumber (see Figure 3) . Supposing that the strength of the source is P 0 , the incident wave p inc in the domain D is expressed as
The interaction of these waves with the seafloor produces outgoing waves in multiple directions depending on the roughness and material type of the sediment layer. Sufficiently far from caustics, the scattered wavefield p out can be approximated by the superposition given by
where P β (x, y) is the complex amplitude of the outgoing wave in the direction β. Acoustic backscatter is measured in most sonar applications in which the receivers and source locations are the same. The receivers record the strength of the outgoing wave traveling toward the source in the direction β = α. Here we are not focusing on technologies that involve distance measurements, and model the received signal Y ∈ R n as measurements of the backscatter strength on the domain X in (1),
The magnitude of the coefficient P α gives the strength of the backscattered wave in the direction α.
The typical spatial domain Ω is large, on the order of kilometers, while the acoustic wavelength is a few centimeters. A domain of size 100 m covers thousands of times the acoustic wavelength of a 20 kHz source signal in range, and tens of wavelengths in depth [17] . Full resolution of the signal in the water layer alone would require a grid of at least five points per wavelength, on the order of hundreds of millions of points for 2D resolution. Several predictions of the forward model must be made in the template matching process, and the computational task quickly becomes too expensive.
The original model can be reduced by dividing the domain D into N disjoint segments of length ∆s, and determining the backscattering caused by the seafloor occupying the i th segment of the seafloor domain,
The width ∆s of each segment is chosen to be roughly 10−20 times the acoustic wavelength. Then, we can reasonably assume that the scattering features of interest in each segment of length ∆s is independent from segments that are spatially far away and approximate the backscattering using only local simulations. We will then design a procedure for approximating the backscattering (7) on small domains, each of size ∆s using a 1) parametrization of the seafloor and 2) localized simulations.
Seafloor parametrization
A simplified description of the seafloor domain can be made by assigning a vector of parameters m i that describe the seafloor properties within segment D i . The identification of seafloor parameters that can be recovered from backscattered data can enable efficient predictions of the scattering effects from a wide range of sea floors. Seafloor parameters fall into three main categories: experimental parameters, geometric parameters, and geoacoustic parameters. Experimental parameters m E are determined from the physical scenario, and it will be assumed that these parameters are known beforehand. Within the segment D i it can be assumed, for our purposes, that the geometric parameters m G can be modeled as smoothly varying functions that take a continuous range of values. Though the full seafloor domain consists of many sediment types, we assume that each seafloor patch, when it is small enough, consists of a uniform sediment, that is, m A remains constant. The parameter m A is qualitative; we will assign to the segment D i one label from a list of possible material types. Descriptions of the categories are below:
• Experimental parameters, m E . These parameters include the locations of the source and receiver, source strength, source frequency, and incident angle. The source and receiver locations are colocated near the surface of the water, and the strength of the acoustic source is a constant and given by the sonar manufacturer. For sidescan sonars this is typically between 200 − 230 decibels [35] . High frequency signals produce strong scattering from artifacts in the seabed that have variations on the scale of the acoustic wavelength. These artifacts cannot be easily detected using lower frequencies. We consider source signal s with a frequency of 20 kHz. The acoustic wavelength is then on the scale of centimeters. The range of the incident angle α is determined by the instrument. Specifically, in sidescan sonars, α lies within the critical range of 30 • ± 15 • .
• Geometric parameters, m G . The interface function f (x) depends on fine scale features, such as the surface roughness characteristic, and large scale features, such as the overall curvature of the interface. Statistical models of seafloor roughness parameterize the distribution of the normalized amplitude of representative component sinusoids [17] . The idea is to mimic a realistic seabed that is not necessarily periodic.
The parametrization of f can be more general, but in this study, we model a seabed with sinusoidal ripples as an example,
The geometric parameter m G = (m G1 , m G2 , m G3 ) refers to the frequencies m G1 and m G3 and aspect ratio m G2 of the component sinusoids. The choice of spatial frequencies m G1 15 and m G3 25 produces a spatial variations on a scale similar to the characteristic wavelength of the incoming acoustic wave (see Figure 3 ). We chose values for the aspect ratio that lie in the interval .5 ≤ m G2 ≤ 1.
• Geoacoustic parameters, m A . The acoustic description of the the sound speed, density, and attenuation, is purely based on material type of the sediment layer. The influence of the material type is not explicitly used in the interface function, however it is in practice reflected in the fine scale ranges of the acoustic response. For example, the fine scales for mud, sand, sea grass, and rock are of an increasing order in their characteristic length scales.
Here, we included sediment types with distinctive geoacoustics. The sound speed in fine sediments such as clay are typically "slow" (1-5% less than water), while the speed in sand is "fast" (10-15% more than water) [23] . In all of these sediments, the sound attenuation γ is roughly 0.5 dB per 1 meter per 1 kHz. We chose not to distinguish attenuation based on material type. In Table 1 , the density ρ m A and sound speed c m A of the different materials used in this study is given.
The possible material types m A that represent the sediment layer are
A typical sediment layer is depicted in Figure 4 (a). The material type m A = 'metal' is used to label a sand layer containing a buried rectangular metal object, however this can easily be extended to objects buried in other sediments or objects that are only partially buried. The metal domain, depicted in Figure 4 
The object lies purely beneath the interface, inf x f (x) + f > 0. The depth parameter f > 0 is chosen to be large enough so that the object can be detected using high frequency waves. If f is too large, other techniques must be used, for example, using lower frequency pings. In this study we only considered objects buried in a sediment layer of sand, however this can easily be extended to objects buried in other sediments or objects that are only partially buried.
In summary, the sediment layer D ∩ {y < f } is assigned the geoacoustic properties m A → (ρ m A , c m A ) for m A = sand, clay, rock,. For m A = metal, these properties are given by
We chose a parameter space M, consisting of acoustic and geometric parameters,
where m A is a parameter that determines the sound speed and density of the sediment and m G determines the interface function. Let D ⊂ D be a generic template domain of width ∆s, and for m ∈ M, define the interface function f determined by m G and the formula (9) . In the sediment layer D ∩{y < f }, the density and sound speed of the material are determined by m A as in (10) . Then, the solutionp m to the Helmholtz equations (2) − (4) approximates the scattering from the seabed. Letb m be the backscatter computed fromp m in the domain D given by (7) . Then, the acoustic response for each segment of the seabed has the correspondence
The boundary conditions in the local model (2) − (4) must be chosen carefully. As a result of our scale assumptions, the vast majority of segments D i ⊂ D have the same material type as the neighboring segments D i−1 and D i+1 . For simplicity, we impose periodic boundary conditions that account for the scattering contributions from neighboring domains of the same material type and geometry. This is a common strategy in scattering theory in the context of micro-optics, where periodic structures are called diffraction gratings [3, 4, 5, 10] .
On the other hand, there are instances where segments of the domain differ in material type from neighboring segments. For each i = 1, . . . N − 1, we will call the pair of material types in the cells D i and D i+1 a "transition" at the location x = i∆s. For example, the sediment layer shown in Figure 4 (c) contains a 'sand-clay' transition at location x = i∆s. Sediment layers containing a transition can be modeled by embedding the template domain into a larger domain in which periodic boundary conditions are imposed.
The sources of modeling error include the local representation of the backscatter using truncated domains, the smoothness assumptions on the parameters, and any resonance phenomena occurring from the choice of periodic boundary conditions.
Numerical microlocal analysis for solutions to the Helmholtz equation
Due to the fine scale structure of the seafloor, interactions between the sediment layer and the the incoming acoustic wave produce complex scattering effects. The modeling of synthetic backscatter requires accurate details about the propagation of outgoing waves, especially the waves that propagate along the receiver direction. This motivates the need for strategies for extracting information from the solution p to the Helmholtz equation (2) − (4) that represents the backscattered signal Y ∈ R n given by (7) .
Common approaches for modeling the scattering effects are based on geometric ray tracing or full solutions to wave equations [6, 16] . Approaches such as Kirchhoff approximation (requiring the seafloor interface to be smooth) and small perturbation theory (requiring the roughness scale to be much smaller than the acoustic wavelength) are independent of the wave theory used and do not account for volume scattering within the sediment [21, 24] . Furthermore, many models for seafloor backscatter are often developed for only seabeds consisting of isotropic roughness.
Here, we use a different tool that is sensitive to the underlying seafloor material properties as well as microtopography. Our proposed strategy has two components. The first component involves modeling scattering by interpreting solutions to Helmholtz equations as superpositions of waves traveling in different directions. The second component involves modeling the backscattered signal Y and extracting information about the waves traveling in the backscattered direction.
The measured scattering from the seabed is approximated using numerical microlocal analysis of solutions to Helmholtz equations, a technique for determining the number, directions, and the corresponding complex amplitudes of the crossing rays in domains where geometric optics is valid. Described in detail in [7, 30] , the main idea is that if observation points (x 0 , y 0 ) are far away from caustics and focus points and the wavelength λ 0 = 2π/k contains variations on a scale sufficiently small with respect to the geometry, the solution p(x, y) to (2) − (4) behaves like a superposition of plane waves. Adopting [7, 30] , the local plane wave approximation of p(x, y) restricted to a circle centered at (x 0 , y 0 ) with sufficiently small radius r 0 is
when |(x, y) − (x 0 , y 0 )| < r 0 ( Figure 5) . The values of P β l (x, y) correspond to the complex amplitudes of the outgoing waves traveling in the directions φ l = (cos(β l ), sin(β l )). The function P β l (x, y) is locally smooth and independent of wavelength. The algorithm recovers the number L of crossing rays and the magnitudes |P β l (x 0 , y 0 )| of the scattered waves in the direction given by β l . In the derivation, the 2-D Jacobi-Anger expansion is used to represent the local solution as a series involving Bessel functions, which is then appropriately truncated at a thresholdL(r 0 ) = r 0 + 5r 1/3 0 . Finally, the desired L = 2L(r 0 ) + 1 unknown amplitudes are determined using a Fourier-type inversion formula involving the Bessel function of order l, denoted by J l (r 0 ). Regularization can be applied to improve the stability of the reconstruction formula.
The following steps summarize the algorithm for approximating the backscattering at each observation point (x 0 , y 0 ):
Step 1. Define L equidistant points on the interval [0, 2π),
and let {P l } be the grid function of sampled values of the Helmholtz solution p(x, y) on the restricted circle centered at the observation point (x 0 , y 0 ) with radius r 0 /k, r 0 = 3π and angles β l , Figure 6 : The polar plots indicate the direction and intensity of the scattered waves at the observation points indicated in Figure 5 . x0 = .5, y0 = 25 x0 = 6, y0 = .25 x0 = 3, y0 = .25
Step 2. Let > 0 be a regularization parameter, and denote by F F T and F F T −1 the discrete Fourier transform and the inverse discrete Fourier transform, respectively. Define
Step 3. |P β l (x 0 , y 0 )| |p l |. Figure 6 shows the resulting polar plots of |p l | taken at the three observation points indicated in Figure 5 . Figure 7 gives a surface plot of the scattering |p l | at measurements taken across the full spatial domain (horizontal axis) and full range of scattering directions β (vertical axis).
In the sonar applications of present interest, receivers only detect the strength of signals propagating in the backscattered direction β = α. We estimate this quantity using linear interpolation between values in the given pairs (β l , p l ). For β is in the interval [β l , β l+1 ), the amplitude of the backscattered wave (7) is approximated by 
Construction of the library of acoustic templates
The library L of acoustic templates, is generated from solutions of (2) − (4),
whereb m is a vector of the backscatter (7) measured at locations (x j , h) in the template domain D . The key to successful inversion lies on the customization of the library L, especially with respect to surface geometry and material properties; combinations of templates from a well-designed library can be used to generate acoustic signals for a range of scenarios. Careful thought must be put into determining the resolution of the library. The template-matching technique is largely dependent on the number of signals that must be generated in the library; the processing load increases with the number of templates required, and computations may become cost-prohibitive. However, in some cases, small changes in seafloor parameters result in highly variable scattering patterns, and if the sampling rate is too low, critical features may not be resolved. Justifying our choices using a constraints of the sonar imaging problem, numerical experiments, and heuristics, we set a reasonable range and resolution for parameters included in the library.
The four sediment types were chosen to reflect materials with distinctive geoacoustic properties. We also added redundancy to the library by including multiple templates for each material type with consideration to the neighboring sediments, with the goal of object detection and improved classification. The templates were generated by solutions to (2) − (4), first in the template domain with periodic boundary conditions, and then in a larger domain containing a transition of different sediment types. With such an enriched library comes enhanced recovery of material type, lowering the rate of false object detection. Numerical simulations and details will be given later.
The range of the geometric parameters is chosen fine enough to demonstrate smooth variations in the signal. Figure 8 displays the sensitivity of the backscattered data with respect to the parameters α, m G1 , m G2 and m G3 . The sediment layer consists of sand in all four cases. We decided a resolution of N = 20 is needed to capture distinct characteristics in the spatial frequencies. Plots suggest m G2 has some regularity and can be predicted by neighboring values, therefore, we determined that a resolution of N = 4 is needed. These results are summarized in Table 2 .
Automatic classification
Define the forward prediction operator where the acoustic templates b m i in the library L are given by (11) . In material classification and geometric parameter estimation, the inverse problem is: From the backscattered signal Y ∈ R n given by (7) in the full seafloor domain, determine the seafloor parameters m = (m 1 , . . . , m N ) with
where ξ is a random variable representing added noise. Our optimization approach for (15) involves first dividing the given data according to a partition of the full seafloor domain into subdomain of of width ∆s. Moving from left to right across the full domain, each segment of the signal is matched with a signal in the library of acoustic templates. In determining a best fit, the algorithm relies on a data mistfit term involving the multilevel wavelet decomposition of the signals.
Wavelet representations are used to extract information about signals according to the scale of variations within the signal [32] . The multilevel discrete wavelet transform of a signal s of length 2 N 1 involves N 1 stages at most. In our experiments, we choose a maximum level L max < N 1 . In an application of the discrete wavelet transform of s, the signal is convolved with a lowpass filter and a highpass filter to produce vectors describing the seafloor at low frequencies and high frequencies respectively. These vectors are downsampled by a factor of 2, resulting in a vector of approximation coefficients w 1 and detail coefficients v 1 , each of length 2 N 1 −1 . The process is repeated for the vector of approximation coefficients, resulting in wavelet coefficients w 2 and v 2 , each of size 2 N 1 −2 . At the l th stage, the wavelet coefficients of s are given by w l and v l , each of size 2 N 1 −l . The final set of wavelet coefficients is a vector w of length 2 N 1 given by
The discrete wavelet transform preserves the Figure 9 contains plots of the original backscatter signal s, the approximation coefficient vector w 5 , and individual plots of each vector v i of detail coefficients, 1 ≤ i ≤ 5. The x axis corresponds to the coefficient index. 
Algorithm
The optimization process is a greedy table-lookup method, where regularization is imposed using constraints based on the parameters chosen for neighboring templates. Another option would be to use machine learning techniques such as neural networks in the identification [20] . In each segment of the domain, the algorithm determines a match from the collection of templates in the library L for the truncated signal (b i ) j = (Y ) j restricted to the i th segment of the measurement domain, X ∩ D i . It is assumed that the observations b i and templatesb m ∈ L are both vectors of length 2 N 1 for an integer N 1 . The wavelet coefficients of b i andb m are given by (w l i , v l i ) and (ŵ l m ,v l m ), respectively. The data misfit functions are defined for each segment of the domain and wavelet level,
Define
is a collection of candidate templatesb m from the library that produce a sufficiently small value of the misfit function given by (17) . For a given tolerance > 0, these sets are given by
Since the maximum stage in the wavelet decomposition results in coefficient vectors of the smallest length, it is efficient to begin the matching process at the stage l = L max .
After the set L Lmax i is determined, the decomposition level is decreased, l = L max − 1, and repeating the search process among the candidate templatesb m ∈ L Lmax i , a refined set of candidate templates
is produced. This process is iterated for each further stage, l = L max − 2, . . . , l * , until either l * = 1 or the pool of candidate templates L l * −1 i contains no templates. If the set L l * i contains multiple candidate templates, the choice for the seafloor parameter m i in the set M * i = {m ∈ M |b m ∈ L l * i } is made using information about spatially neighboring segments of the domain. There is no penalty term for the selection of m 1 corresponding to the leftmost segment of the domain. The penalty term for i > 1 is weighted by a fixed parameter δ > 0 and is given by
where m G and n G indicate the geometric parameters.
The algorithm for finding the best template match in each segment i = 1, . . . N , is summarized below.
1. Preliminary candidate search using multilevel wavelet decomposition: Set l = L max .
(a) Candidate templates at level l are given by
2. The final parameter choice depends on the chosen parameters in the preceding segment of the domain,
3. The estimated seafloor parameters are m = (m 1 , . . . , m N ) and the strength of the backscattered signal on the large domain is approximated bŷ
For a well-chosen tolerance level, the number of candidate templates will be significantly reduced in each iteration, resulting in the nested sets,
The computational gain comes from this design; as the level of detail required to compare the signals is increased, the number of possible candidate templates decreases. The misfit function (17) is evaluated for all templates in the library only in the first iteration l = L max , when the number of the wavelet coefficients in the vectorsŵ l m andv l m is the smallest. As l decreases, the number of wavelet coefficients in the vectorsŵ l m andv l m increases, however the number of evaluations of the misfit (17) is lowered due to a reduced search space L l i ⊂ L l+1 i .
Numerical simulations
The source frequency is 20 kHz and we set the incident angle of the incoming wave is α = π/6. The attenuation in the sediment layer for all of material types, listed in Table 1 , was set to γ =10 decibels per meter. From this, we determined that setting h s = 2 meters and h w = 1 meter resulting in a thin layer near the seafloor that sufficiently captured the high frequency oscillations and allowed for attenuation in the seafloor. The generic template domain size was set to ∆s = 1 meter to account for 20 wavelengths per template.
Equations (2) − (4) were discretized with linear finite elements using the COMSOL Multiphysics R Acoustics Module [1] . Away from the interface, we used uniform meshes with element size λ/10 in the water layer and λ/2 in the sediment layer, where λ is the minimum wavelength. We use a refined free triangulation for improved mesh quality near the interface. The periodic boundary conditions on the left and right boundaries are modeled with Floquet periodic conditions in both the water and sediment domains. The computational domain is truncated at the top boundary using a .1 meter thick perfectly matched layer (PML).
For the simulations of (2) − (4) on the template domains, we found it numerically useful to enlarge the width of template domain to 4∆s meters, resulting in a complete mesh of 175481 elements and a linear system of equations with 356317 degrees of freedom. Then, the backscatter signals corresponding to the middle two segments, ∆s ≤ x < 2∆s and 2∆s ≤ x < 3∆s were each added as templates to the library corresponding to the same seafloor parameter. The enlarged domain accounts for numerical artifacts near boundary, and the overloading of templates adds redundancy to the library. MATLAB is used for the post-processing microlocal analysis step.
We tested the algorithm with backscatter signals generated from two seabeds of width of 20 meters, D = [0m, 20m] × [−2m, 1m]. The varying material properties (sand, rock, and clay) and geometries in each model seabed were chosen to showcase the robustness of the proposed classification method:
• Model A. This model has constant geometric parameters m G1 ≡ 15, m G2 ≡ 1, m G3 ≡ 26, and material parameters
• Model B. This model has smoothly varying geometric parameters m G1 (x), m G2 (x), and m G3 (x) that take values that do not exactly match the geometric parameters in the library. The material parameters are given by 13, 20) .
The geometric parameters are given by m G1 (x) = 14 + (.2x − 1)χ [5, 10) (x) + χ [10, 20) (x), m G2 (x) = 1 + (.5 − .05x)χ [10, 20) (x), and m G3 (x) = 25 + x/20.
• Buried objects. Simulations of seafloors containing no buried objects as well as objects of varying width were simulated. The locations of the object domains added to the sediment domain in Model A and Model B are given by
02], respectively. The object width t w takes values in the set {4, 2, 1, .5}, and the absence of the object implies t w = 0.
The synthetic backscattering is generated for both models from Helmholtz solutions (2)−(4) on the full domain D. Then the response d given by the formula (7), is polluted by 5% Gaussian noise represented by the random variable ξ. The simulated backscatter data has the form
Then, the backscatter data was represented using a discrete wavelet representation with Haar wavelets and a maximum level L max = 5. The optimization procedure described in §4 was implemented in MATLAB using the L 2 −norm in with optimization parameters δ = .02 and = 2 −8 .
Lowering false alarm rate using an enriched library of templates
We examined the effects of enriching the library using templates with multiple materials in terms of the rate of false detections of objects. In this experiment, we executed the classification algorithm on 100 different realizations of the data polluted with 5% noise. To demonstrate the need for an enriched library, the algorithm was performed first on the library L 0 containing templates with material parameters m A = 'clay', 'sand', 'rock', and 'metal'. In Table 3 the left column is a list of the transition types at locations x = i∆s corresponding to the segments D i that were incorrectly identified by our method as 'metal'. The second and third columns show the false alarm rate corresponding to Model A and Model B, respectively. The false alarm rate is defined as ratio of the number of times the segment was labeled as a 'metal' and the number of instances of that transition in the 100 trials. For example, there are instances of 'sand-sand' in the material parameter (19) at the four locations x = 1, 2, 3, 4. Out of 100 trials, there were three false detections at one of these locations, therefore the false alarm rate is 3/(100 × 4). Table 3 : Left: False alarm rate in the classification of seafloor parameters. The − indicates that that transition was absent. First, the matching is performed using templates from a pure sediment library L0. Then, the matching is performed with an enriched library L. Right: The reconstruction algorithm is performed on 100 realizations of the signal (20) Then, the algorithm was performed on an enriched library L containing additional signals generated using synthetic seabeds containing a transition between two different materials, i.e., 'sand-clay', 'clay-sand', 'clay-rock', 'sand-metal'. The 'sand' and 'clay' templates generated from a seabed of length 2∆s containing the 'sand-clay' and 'claysand' transitions. Templates with material types 'sand', 'clay', and 'metal' were added using seabeds containing the 'clay-rock' and 'sand-metal' type. Table 3 indicates the main cause of false alarms is the presence of the 'clay-rock' transition in the synthetic seabed. Segments of the domain that were a part of other transition types also contribute to the false alarm rate, however, the contribution is minimal in comparison.
Inversion results
Many well-studied approaches for determining the resolution needed to classify objects rely on ideas from information theory, for example, finding the resolution needed to to distinguish a sphere from a cube [29, 34, 36] . The proposed methods give a way to approach this problem using simulations of seabeds containing buried objects of varying size. Table  3 shows the detection rate, defined as is the number of times a segment D i containing a submerged object was correctly identified divided by the number of trials.
From these results, we conclude that the template domain size influences the recovery. For example, the smallest object with a width of .5 meters is rarely detected in Model A and not well-detected in Model B. In Model A, the objects can be detected by our algorithm to a resolution of ∆s = 1m with high accuracy. The higher detection rate for 2 meter objects over 4 meter objects in Model B might be explained by the location of the object near the boundary of the computational domain. In both cases, we believe that reducing the size of the template domain will increase the resolution of object detection. Also, we expect that enriching the library of templates to include more geometry parameters will improve the detection rate in Model B. Figure 10 contains plots of the noisy signals (20) and reconstructions using the proposed method. Though the geoacoustic properties of rock and metal are similar, the method correctly differentiated between the two.
Reconstruction errors in seafloor geometry
Though the primary aim of the proposed method is to properly identify objects based on material type, we also looked at how well the geometric parameters m G were recovered. In Model A, the geometric parameters are fixed and in Model B these parameters vary linearly across the domain. Figure 11 shows the distribution of relative errors in the reconstructed parameters m G1 , m G2 and m G3 . The relative error formulas for the geometric parameters are
In the library, there were two possibilities for the second geometric parameter, m G2 = .5 and m G2 = 1. Since the seafloor model parameters (18) are constant, the error distribution of E 2 is split into correct estimates and incorrect estimates. The error distribution for Model B reflects the smooth changes in across the measurement domain.
Conclusions and outlooks
The remote detection of small features in the ocean floor from measured acoustic backscatter remains a huge challenge in underwater acoustics. The proposed framework accomplishes this by matching data with a library of acoustic templates derived from multiscale simulations of acoustics. The efficiency is gained using a parametrization of local seafloor subdomains and using geometrical optics approximations away from the seafloor. Figure 12 : The large scale features in the synthetic image on the right comes from the material type and elevation (left, top layer) and the oscillations are due to the fine scale seafloor texture (left, bottom layer). The acoustic backscatter is simulated using an ensemble of solutions to (2) − (4), with f (x, y, mG) = .01 sin(2πmG1(x)x) + mG2 sin(2πmG3(x)x).
The small size of the template domains is chosen to lower the computational cost of forward simulations, and a careful choice of parameterization results in fewer unknowns in the inverse problem.
The templates are generated from forward simulations of Helmholtz equations corresponding to geometric and acoustic seafloor parameters corresponding to sand, clay, rock, and a submerged metal object. The range and resolution of the library was determined using realistic assumptions, requirements of the sonar instruments, and a parametric sensitivity study. In each patch of the seafloor, the matching algorithm uses the multilevel wavelet decomposition to determine good candidate templates. The process is enhanced using a smoothing term based on neighboring seafloor patches.
This work addresses problems that geometric optics cannot address at fine scales, for example, the detection of a submerged object. Here, only detailed simulations of Helmholtz equations can be used. Our results show that the material type of the sediment can be reliably determined by the proposed method. False alarms, or the incorrect identification of submerged metal objects, were lowered by using sediment templates that represented sediment layers consisting of a transition between two materials. We identified the clayrock transition as the number one cause of false alarms. Templates representing other transitions were also used to enhance the classification. Numerical results indicate the accuracy of the reconstruction depends on the size of the template domains relative to the object size.
The proposed framework can be extended using solutions Helmholtz equations in three dimensions. The forward model is based on sidescan sonars that illuminate a strip of the seafloor by transmitting an acoustic ping that acts as a spherical wave traveling toward the seafloor. The width of the strip depends on the incident angle α, ranging from 15 degrees to 45 degrees, with smaller angles corresponding to higher frequencies. In the model, the origin of the coordinate system is defined as be the projection of the source coordinate on the rough seafloor given by the function z = f (x, y). Then, the synthetic backscatter datasets can be simulated using Helmholtz equations and numerical microlocal analysis in three dimensions, and an acoustic library can be formed using a parameterization of the sediment material type and the seafloor surface given by z = f (x, y). Simulations of these templates can be computed and stored efficiently, however, variable seabeds would introduce additional difficulties due to the complex scattering effects near transitions of sediment materials.
For demonstration, we approximate the process using simplified calculations, assuming that a reduced backscatter model is valid. Synthetic 2D images are generated using the existing techniques in the paper for determining the responses from regions of the sediment layer that are illuminated along the azimuth angles φ, 0 < φ < π given by z = f (r cos(φ), r sin(φ)), r 0 ≤ r ≤ r 1 ,
where the varying material type is now a function of both spatial coordinates m A = m A (x, y). Figure 12 depicts a simulated 2D sonar image generated from a piecewise constant material parameter m A . The lower values (darker) represent fine sand or muddy sediment. This study is a proof of concept of the inversion framework, and there are many possible extensions that are not in the scope of this paper but will be important to consider in the future. For more realistic problems, different techniques can be used. For example, the library of templates can be enriched using models that account for a wider range of sediments, objects with different materials and shapes, partially submerged objects, and templates adapted to different sonar system configurations. More parameters can be included in the inversion process, such as the attenuation, porosity, and properties of multiple horizontal sediment layers.
